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    		DB-G009 125cc Dirt Bike with 4-Speed Manual Transmission, Kick Start, Big 17"/14" Tires! Dual Steel Frame!
[DB-G009]	$1,099.95 $869.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	brandt A

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/17/2022
	It came in a welded framed box, the welds on it were good & it arrived without a scratch. Took me a couple hours to unbox & put together but it wasnâ€™t too difficult & pretty intuitive. Customer service was great, quickly responded when I asked about the title & everything. The quality on this bike actually surprised me, I wasnâ€™t sure what to expect but it was a good price for a beginner bike. Starting it was a little tough, I got it going after the third try but getting used to anything like that takes some time. All in all great buy, highly recommended                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Krystal D

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/04/2022
	Worth it, great bike for the money. Shipping was fast and there was no damage to crate or bike.                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Amber R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/31/2022
	I was surprised with this bike after reading a ton of reviews. For the money I don't think you can beat this it's really a nice bike and very easy for beginners to learn on. Suspension engine wheels and everything is really nice started right up. I did swap out the carb before it's first start so I'm not sure how the oem one is. If it's taken care of this bike will probably last a while and it's easy to fix lots of parts available also incase something breaks. Overall I'm very satisfied!                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Rochford N

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/20/2022
	Please have some mechanical know how. Buy all new hardware. The hardware that they send is trash. Dirtbike is going to need messed with. But it should be nothing to worry about if you have messed with 4 wheelers, dirtbikes or even a lawn mower. Check the spokes tightness. Change the oil immediately. Watch some YouTube videos. It hauls me around the little trails by my house and I'm 260. I would buy another.                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Mike D

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/30/2022
	Easy assembly, started right up after changing the oil and adding gas. My son and I have had sooo much fun ripping around the trails here. This is a great starter bike with plenty of power for a beginner.

Spin the back tire - YES

Wheelie - YES

I did have to modify and make a custom bracket for the rear brake as the factory lever was inaccessible (under the motor) so I made a custom metal bracket to extend the toe plate out. Works like a charm.

DO NOT BEND THE FACTORY BRAKE LEVER itâ€™s white metal and will snap.

For the money, we have had a ton of fun.                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Charles C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/21/2022
	I ordered mine and it came in less than a week. have had it for about a month now, and it is still running great. Highly reccomend this this site.                                        


                     14 people found this helpful
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	Erika H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	06/01/2022
	Sticker job not so great, carburetor is not as bad as some say I did adjust idle Tightened all nuts and bolts and running 94 octane gas and Valvoline four stroke 10-40 I am 225 pounds 5â€™11â€� and it gets me around fast enough to have fun                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Phillip C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	04/05/2022
	I absolutely love this bike! I've ridden a few bikes over the years but to be able to get a nice 125cc for under $2k is unreal. Minor assembly was required obviously but overall. This has been a great buying experience for a dirtbike of this quality. 100% recommend this if you are a beginner wanting a good cheap bike.                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Richard H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/22/2021
	5/5 for sure bought couple months ago I was afraid to do so being a Chinese pit bike but I heard out of the Chinese brands apollo is the best so decided to give it a shot and man its fun and been running great so far change your oil right away when you receive it and maybe locktite all the bolts just in case I have not yet but been very careful and have checked every ride to make sure all is good. Apollo website you can get any part you need if powersports max is out at the moment or whatever                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	Vikkie L

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/22/2021
	My Grandson has really enjoyed this dirt bike                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	DB-G009
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
I absolutely love this bike! I've ridden a few bikes over the years but to be able to get a nice 125cc for under $2k is unreal. Minor assembly was re ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$49.95 $59.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!
$49.95 $69.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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